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Yale University OCE Dashboard

Term
Fall 2019

Course
ASTR 110 01 - Planets and Stars

Primary Dept
ASTR

Primary
Division
Sciences

Enrolled: 77
Responded: 68

Instructors
Faison, Michael

Instructor: Polzin, Ava
Responses for Instructor: 18

Declined to Answer Question: 27

Summarize the strengths and weaknesses of the Teaching Fellow. In what ways was their teaching effective
and in what ways could their teaching be improved?

Respondent Answer

1377496 Wonderful in every way.

1381149 N/A

1386859 Helpful and dedicated to her students at review sessions and in class.

1386909 I primarily went to Ava's office hours. They were very helpful when I was confused.

1389923 Very helpful with problem sets, makes class more fun as well

1393043 Ava always gave clear and helpful responses to questions we had!

1399074
Ava was extremely helpful in understanding the concepts that didn't stick through the lecture videos. She
walked us through the problem sets, making the problems much more attainable, though she was not as
accessible in the first few weeks.

1401463 Ava is great!

1408071 Strengths: helped us review p-sets Weaknesses: nothing!

1409385 Very good overall.

1409581 Great TF! Super helpful and friendly

1409646

Really went above and beyond to make her discussion sections laser-focused and worthwhile. She got us
through a lot of content and math/ physics concepts that I otherwise wouldnt have understood.
Passionage, incredibly knowledgeable, approachable, and fun. You could tell she was truly committed to
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the course.

1409908 She was a queen. Super helpful during section and just a joy to engage with in class.

1410234
The TF was very good at explaining what questions were asking for as well as providing a framework for
how to approach questions of a certain type. Very effective explanations.

1411890 Ava was extremely helpful and enthusiastic in her discussion sections.

1412659
Ava was very friendly and always had little side-chats with my table group about interesting topics in
astronomy. She had high levels of engagement throughout all discussion sections.

1413462 Ava was extremely helpful with explaining the material during office hours.

1414503
Ava is a very good TF. She is funny and knowledgeable and makes it easy to ask questions at the sections
she leads.
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Yale University OCE Dashboard

Term
Fall 2019

Course
ASTR 110 01 - Planets and Stars

Primary Dept
ASTR

Primary
Division
Sciences

Enrolled: 77
Responded: 68

Instructors
Faison, Michael

Instructor: Polzin, Ava
Responses for Instructor: 33

Declined to Answer Question: 12

Question Average
4.6 ±0.6

Dept
4.1 ±1.0

Div
4.1 ±1.0

School
4.1 ±1.0

What is your overall assessment of the Teaching Fellow?


